
MERCUTIOS QUEEN MAB SPEECH IN SHAKESPEARES ROMEO AND

JULIET

A summary of Act 1, scene 4 in William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. Mercutio responds with a long speech about
Queen Mab of the fairies, who visits .

Though thoughtful, Benvolio does not have the quick wit for such behavior. This is the meed of virtue; happy
Soul, Ascend the car with me! A study in the Warwickshire dialect; with a glossary and notes touching the
Edward the Sixth grammar schools and the Elizabethan pronunciation as deduced from the puns in
Shakespeare's plays. Mab is the queen of the fairies, a figure deeply rooted in English folklore. Plus, he had a
dream the night before that gave him a bad feeling about the party. This is how Mercutio perceives love. The
pox of such antic, lisping, affecting fantasticoes; these new tuners of accents! And in this state she gallops
night by night Through lovers' brains, and then they dream of love; O'er courtiers' knees, that dream on
curtsies straight; O'er lawyers' fingers, who straight dream on fees; O'er ladies' lips, who straight on kisses
dream, Which oft the angry Mab with blisters plagues, Because their breaths with sweetmeats tainted are. He
fights as you sing prick-song, keeps time, distance, and proportion; rests me his minim rest, one, two, and the
third in your bosom: the very butcher of a silk button, a duellist, a duellist; a gentleman of the very first house,
of the first and second cause: ah, the immortal passado! At the beginning of Mercutio's speech Mab seems a
whimsical creation, much like the fairies in A Midsummer Night's Dream. The following is an excerpt relating
to Mab: This is Mab, the mistris-Faerie, That doth nightly rob the dayrie; And she can hurt, or helpe the
cherning, As shee please without discerning Still, we can rejoice in the few excellent Mercutio moments and
monologues. He and his friends have intercepted a messenger with a list of people to be invited to a party at
the Capulet house. Romeo Is love a tender thing? Mercutio treats the subject of dreams, like the subject of
love, with witty skepticism, as he describes them both as "fantasy. Some might say that Mercutio is actually
describing himself. When performing the following monologue , actors often begin very playfully, but as the
speech continues, touching upon corruption and war, Mercutio becomes more frenzied and intense. Spanish
blades the best swords were made with Spanish steel. S and the U. She is the fairy responsible for dreaming,
assuming a shape No bigger than an image engraved on a stone in the ring On the index finger of a politician,
Drawn in her chariot by a team of creatures as tiny as atoms Across the noses of men as they lie asleep; Her
wagon-spokes are made of long spiders' legs, The cover is made of grasshoppers' wings, The harness is made
of the smallest spider's web, The collars around their necks are made of thin moonbeams, Her whip is made of
a cricket's bone, the lash is made of film, Her charioteer is a small grey mosquito, Not even as big as a parasite
Pulled off the lazy finger of a maid; Her chariot is an empty hazel-nut Made by the carpenter squirrel or old
worm, Who have been the fairies' coach-makers since time began. The speech begins as a flight of fancy, but
Mercutio becomes almost entranced by it, and a bitter, fervent strain creeps in. Everything he complains about
regarding his friend Benvolio's character does not apply to the young man. Romeo Give me one of the torches
to hold. Queen Mab. The inclusion of this scene does not directly offer plot exposition or plot progression.
Reimer,  Schmidt, Alexander. The heavy tone of this premonition is far more serious than the shallow
melancholy Romeo has so far expressed. Mercutio is down-to-earth, whereas Romeo continues to indulge in
idealistic, lovelorn daydreaming. Continue Reading. You have dancing shoes with nimble soles.


